Entangled: An Unexpected Menage (The Erotic Adventures Of Jane In The Jungle Book 2)
The erotic adventures of Miss Jane Clemons in the jungle of Madagascar continue in this second installment, inspired by an erotic Tarzan and Jane scenario. Fraught with an edgy, dark, titillating story, the on-going adventures of Jane's playmates and the very sexy Tarzan inspired character, Zaren, follow our heroine through an unexpected reunion...along with a dangerous menage a trois. Though Jane finds her pleasure in many places, her heart will always belong to Zaren...or will it? If you thought E.L. James's Fifty Shades of Grey was tame...if you are a fan of The Story of O or Anne Rice's Sleeping Beauty series, this is the type of story for you. Readers of Bertrice Small's Skye O'Malley series will also enjoy the edgy, BDSM-like erotic scenarios. Praise for the erotic novels of Colette Gale: "Erotically wicked! Spellbinding!" • "Bertrice Smallâ€œDark, extravagant eroticismâ€œ RITA winner and Bestselling Author Pam Rosenthalâ€œLush and sensual." • -- Erotica Romance Writers "Inventive and steamy!" -- M. J. Rose, bestselling author of Lip Service and The Reincarnationist

Colette Gale is the pen name of a New York Times and USA Today best-selling and award-winning author who has written more than fifteen books for major publishers. She has also written "seduced" versions of The Phantom of the Opera, The Count of Monte Cristo, and the Robin Hood legend. The series in order: ENTWINED: Jane in the Jungle ENTANGLED: An Unexpected Menage ENTHRALLED: The Sex Goddess (coming October 2013)
Customer Reviews

Book 2, Do not Waste your time!!! I reviewed book 1 trying to persuade people to avoid this whole series all together, but if you are reading this review, you probably read book 1 and like me now want to read book 2. Truthfully, book 1 was good and had me enthralled and wanting more. I made the mistake in reading this book. Where do I start, Jane’s long lost lover Jonathan has returned suddenly from missing for 3 years. No explanation and Jane has no problem falling right back into his arms and bed. Zaren who??? Zaren (Tarzen inspired) supposedly Jane’s newest lover, apparently does not hold a candle to Jonathan. Strike 1 for Jane. In Book 1 Jane had to fight off Kellan, Jonathan’s best friend. Well not in Book 2, the 2 Friends take Jane into the jungle, drug her and rape her. This is highly disturbing, because Jane lets it happen (yes she is drugged), but she makes no attempt at all to refuse their "offer". Strike 2. The 3 are attacked by a jungle animal and Zaren swoops in and rescues Jane. He takes her to his "Home" where they have sex, then he returns her back to her "Home". Later she is back in the jungle by herself, "Natives" appear and Jonathan bargains with them. His bargain is them taking her captive and sparing his life. She is taken as a prisoner. I won't even continue further about this book, because all it is sex, sex and more sex. She is drugged, she is forced, she is not forced, all and all Jane can’t get enough. How can you call this a love story of any sort. I do like erotic novels, but this was disturbing! I have no respect for Jane at all and the whole time I keep thinking how Zaren deserves so much better then this "Whore", because that is what she is. The 3rd book unfortunately I bought and read also, hoping it would get better, it didn’t!
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